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.
the past fifteen:years eductit6is haVe4factised

their attenti.on.On the ,cultural differerices_in7pecipleand their

effeTtiOnlearning. particular, educators have ,
their

. _At t

effect6 oi:minLity groUpr dialdcts oklangUage
,4.

Iearnineandreading, tor's. la%e Majority ok Black childrent.

learniripio read-is a dif cult task whith .is' sometimes never

. d

achievedAtith' any proficiency. This i's ironic because e
-_
live

.
.

in a'society where childrevre nstantly exposed to ckrint'

through books, ,newspapers, and to evisiotr. At a-very early age, >k

children learn that'print bas mean ngrit represents the spoken

word.. They att4ch meaning to,iwordS,:on cans and boxes, on street,."

signs. and on

it seems reas

read would be

case

have.

sigtison'b4ldinghm Becaase of this early exposure

onable to assume:, that tor ,most thildren, learning to
.;'

as natural' asJear4ing-to talk. .This is not the

for many Black ciAl4teilerc.Onsegliently; -many social Scintietsy
1

attempted to examinedefine; 'and;analyze,the factors that

.

contribute to
reading'failtreaMOng.Blackodhildren.i/. It-has been

argued th'it language' is a critical 'fa.ctor the reading process

and that many Black ldren speak a*nii,-And4r form of English
fr

their=-1enguagi ',and" the printed
I (

purpose of this paper is t4-present

which causs
\
a mismatch between

of thetextbook. The'page

a different

b.

point of view: Ti-fe reaping difficulty that-Blaalt
B A,



children encounter is not a result language diOerenCesbut

°. rather a consequence of living inta society Where pepple are
, , .

soCiaiirzed to view Blacics as inferiig" and less*Dle human beings.
,% ,

,,

These atliyudes are ingrained iiii ly through booksr-qewspapersk and At
,

other forms of maiss2mediOl.

It is our belief that attitudet are, crucial in

determining whether children learn to ead in school, and it is

appareFt that teachers are not immune 'to the attitudes offs

tociei In addition -to societal'vieWs, teachers are also

inquenced )by, social science research 'which has, 'reinforced the

notidn that Black children are infeilor by clescribing them as

'disadvantaged, deprived, educationally handicapped, and verbally

deficient. Social,SCientists have generated theories which

rejected the langlouge'andculture of these children. Teacherlg

attitudes and.expectatiOns tend tq.teflect these views as evide

by Becker(1972), Clark(1964), Grottliep(1964), and Washinn(1

,Sinde language and reading are so critical to 'school success,

will review the research which examines the relationjhip between

the language of Black childrenwand their learning to read.

/

Reliiew of the 'Literaki

ced.

Following the detegregation- of schools, decision in the
case of Brown vs, Boar of Gducation 1954, edUcatoi:i-began, to focus

, 1°
their attention on a opulation of children' who7had be6n,dpliber-
i 4/.4

ately ignorqd bY.doc e-y-Triox::.,to that tiree,. 'T ,ch4.1.:Oren were
u -r l

Black As 1/4tesult of. ressute fro'm the communitl.
(



and Black e fC6 Organizations, .educators as well as other
...

.

social scientists were forced to look at. the quality of education
1

. - .

kL... that Black ch4lqren were receiving in schools throughout the

United States. Coniequentlyieducatorr became concerned about

the academinance of. these chilldrenand ,began.)to use
i A

standafdizedxachievement measures to compare the academic

performance of these children with the.academic performance

ofchildren from the dominant culture. The, results of these

standardized measures' indicated that a large-bdjority of Black

hildren were below the national norms in reading performance,

Educators hypotheCied il4t-the environment of these children

and their-language.were significant factore, in determining/

intellectual:development-and academicchievemente Several

theories were developed on the 'basis of these assumptions,

In'1961, Basil Bernstein; found th lt. middle class and

3.

lower class parentis:gErUmnd used differeult-C- hildrearing

techniques which resulted in different palterAS of language and
i ,1-'

thought. On the basis of his research, Bernstein proposed that

middle1ss children used an "elaborated_code" of.language
.

,

which was adequate for desEilbing feeling's and. intentions and
. : y

elaborating reasons underlying deciions, whereas lower class.

children spoke a restricted code which could not communicate
r

complex ideas and thoughts. He fu'tY concluded that this was

a
1 '

prirniti1e code of speech which oriented children ward

primitive understanding of casual relations and toward concepts

which were more descriptive than analytic. Furthermore,,thi6,

t.



low.. level of:ophoepttill functio hititpd the children from
W V

learning-from their environthent.

Bernstein'S theory was a a ed to American education

in'411-fom of'a.theory. of langua depriyation sometimes ref /erred

to as the verbal-deficit hypothe

wag based on the assumption th

is. The verbal:-deficit hypothesis

t Black children in.the inner

city ana rural-south lived in e v tonments where' they heard very
-

little language and had poor lan e models; therefore, they

learned a restricted code of lang4 = whichvas defective and

. inadequate for learning, sUbsequently. causing academic:failure.'
!

In accordance with this theory, numerous researchers.proposed

presc 1 language -programs.
. ,

"

I

1(artin Deutsch (1964) argued that the absence of a

well-structured routine ih the home was reflected in the difficulty
4

that lower class children had in structuring 1 Through,

observation, he deduced that cpss.children'.4
!).

pePch':

sequences seemed to be temporally very.limited and poorly strucLed
7

syntactically= therefore, 'the major goal of a langua deMplopmeht

program should be syntactic organization subjelt continuitY.

Accordingly, he proposed a language training program which. required
_4

the creation of a rich, individuLiA a lahguage environm4nt where
,

words were repeatedly plaCed i aningful context, and where

children were allowed many op-gor .tie S
''

for expreSsiSfelAguagt.

.,, -
%.

demdhstrationsa\
i

Likew0e, Bereiter and Englemsfun -(1966) Torited that
., 4 a

lower class children's4anguage wag,Oficien?and the deficiency
4

ilkk
AW

4,



.affected their ability to conceptualize. In addition; they

claimed-that 'these children used a system of "giant words",or

.
phrases which :they could .not tale 'apart, or recombine. .The

'children allegedly didnotlunaerstand that words.could not be
. . .. .

tt statements,.ed into statements questions, .or comments. Toreeedy.

:/

. .
.

. . .

.

th se deficiencies, Bereiter and cornsttuCteda preschool

program which relied solely on pattetn drill reisponses. The

beginning prograt was based on two similai'. statement formss
1

"This iera " and "This '''....4____

that through the e sentence forms'

t

They reasoned

.could leatn to

-identify things' inWtieir world tfid,I earn how to ask questions*
.,.:/.1 ',..

These pro.6..amS and ..lilte them Which were
f -

, veloped during.,the K*Us,;(3; Gray, 1964-;Nimnicht,

,;AileiAi. McAf6erc1969 Wei rtrA,967) supported one idea or
;;): ,'-: .,,_.$te

OdeOf ViOltightOtil oke, a noinStandard. dialect

-' '-i
5 ,

which was.defici*nt
. a

was npc ssaxy to,ohange their dialect

from nonstandard .to-St A Eng h if they were to perform

well in school: however, 14 the

to examine tho,tfleilry of lan deprivaIi6n and found, that the

standard dialect !that many inner-city dren spoke could be
a?'

-Idefined'as a systematid and viabledmecins of communication which
ist s

was syntapticalty and phonologigDaly different from, but not
.4,

inprior to, Stgbdard English.

The rikearch of Labov (1965),"was instrumental in

altering the belief that Black children spoke a language which

Tasinferior and deficient. He conducted extensive research

late sixties, linguists began

?

studies in Harlez New York, with a population of 300 males



between .the ages of 'ten and seventeen. He qd. h s:aesociates.

))interviewed these subjects:indiliidually and in g ups inside:

arid.outeide.Ofthe.school. The found that the subjects
(

responded differently to the interview dependi.ng'bn the setting.

In sCtooli a*sitation that Labov described as threatening,' the \'''

4- .

speech of these subjects seemed inhibited and unnatural, whereas

the language elicited from
0
the same subject5 outside of school

---:..

1 -Y

was expressivt, complex, and logical. From these 'interviews

Labov proposed that' the setting influenced the language patterns

that Black children exhibited and that it was possible that much

of the language that researdhers had examined during the early

sixties was elicited in threatening situatiDs which caused

the children not to speak freely. He further concluded that

social situations influehced speech and that there was no

monolithic form of Black dialect. Adults tended to show fewer

forms of'Black dialect thanryoungerpeopleivand middle class

people showed fewer forms than lower cloisspdople. He also found

that it was difficult to determine the number of people who
-.7.

spoke Black glalect because like other speakers of English,

`Black people's language varies according to geographic region_,

age, social class, and situation.

Labov and his associates administered a rP etition

test which tested whether nonstandard dialect speakers could

imitate Standard English sentences. The results of the test
)

showed that in many cases the subjectswwere capableliof repeating

sentences in Standard English. Even when the subjects could
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`hot imitate, they could translate the Standard English,.sehtence
4

into 'theif mode of speech indicating that they were able to

comprehend the sentence. For example, "I asked Alvin if he

'knows how to play basketball" was transformed into "I wt in

do he know how to play basketba117. This and other evidence

showed that Black dialect speakers could generally understand

Standard. English patterns even when they could not and did not

'produce tham.

COnsequently, linguists and educators began to examine

the relationship between Black English and reading. Labov (1967)

postulated that educators shoUld be concerned with two forms of

difficulty that Black children encounter in school: 1. structural

conflicts, interference with learning ability' stemming from a

mismatch of linguistic structure; and 2. functional conflicts,

interference Stemming from a mismatc)i in the.functions .which

standard and nonstandard English Terform in -a given culture. In

this paper,.we are primarily concernej with structual

Labov further concluded that there w re structual conflicts;

Phonological and 'grammatical differ ces between Black English

and Standard English. For example, B ack English phonology does

4, not distinguish the following sets of words in pronounciation:

pass=past=passed

miss=mist=missed

fine=find=fined

However, this does not indicate that there is no past tense

represented in Black English because speakers of Black English



do -form irregular past tense forms. For example, a speker

of Black.English would use the sentence forms, I told him and

He kept mine. Labov suggested that a possible solution to the

11` problem would be to educate teachers to the linguistic differenceb

in. Black children's language So they could make the distinction

between differences in pronounciation and mistakes in reading.

Shuy (1969) proposed that in addition to teacher

,training, special reading materials should be constructed which

systematically avoided the mismatch between Black English and

Standard English, Baratz (1970) agreed that the language pf

Black children was not verbally deficient but that it was

"different". She contended that it was necessary to teach Black

children Standard English in order to prevent academic failure

because Standard English is a more prestigiouS form of English.

B14k children needed to know the language of the school if
4.;

they were to perform'well. She further argued that there was.

a mismatch between the children's language system and the

Standard English textbook. In addition to phonological

differences, she deduced that Black children were not familiar

. With ,the syntax of the traditional reading textbooi. Accordingly, ,

she proposed thatiBlaok children should be taught in their

liehlacular, Black English, and later taught to read Standard

English. 'A program like this would not only require Vernacular

texts, but it would also require a series of transitional readers

that would move the children from the vernacular textbook to a

Standard English textbook,

ri



Rystrom (1970) conducted a study whictl.teatect.the

following hypotheses: 1. Black children can be-taught to use

featUies of white .speech'which.do nCt2occur in their native-

dikOct; 2. Knowledge of this additional dimension of dialect
A

will have a positive and significant influence 'on reading i

scores; and,3. The use of a phoneme-grapheme controlled reader

will have a positive and significant influence on-,word reading

scores. The results of the study did not .show a relationship,

between dialect and reading aOievemeht. Rystrom replicated

the study in Georgia with a few minor changes. Basically, he

wanted to find out if dialect training would, result in hiper

reading achievement scores. His data, did not support the

assumption that dialect training would modify the use of dialect

by the4eubjects and "significantly increase reading achievement

scores.

Melmed (1970) investigated the relationship between

Black dialect interference and reading. He concluded that

there was a continuum of dialect variation used by Bfack children

and that of them comprehended Standard English in written

,form. Accordingly, he concluded that i7rt was not necessary to

teach Black children Standard English before teaching reading

and that Standard English texts were adequate for teaching these

children to read. However, his-data did imply that Black English

phonology seemed to cause difficulty when'child'ren were expected

to read words in isolation or out of context.



10.

Likewise, Simons and Johnson (1974) hypothesized that

there. was .a mismatch between Black, children's langdage :and, the

textbook; therefore, Black'Children woulasbe able to read

'dialect readers better than Standard English texts. Their data

disclosed. that second and third grade dialect speakingchildren

did.not read dialect,readers better than they read Standard..

English readers. There was no evidence'of_grammatical reading.

interference; coneequehtly, the authors suggested that sCcial

scientists should look beyond dialeCt per se for a remedy to the

TrobleM of reading failure among Black children.

The theories about Black children's language which

first developed were greatly infj.uenced by societal attitudes

---rather than empirical Pvkdence. The verbal deficit hypothesi

which was the first theory proposed as a justification for

reading failure ambng Black children reflected the white liberal

attitudes that Americans were developing toward Blacks during

the early sixties.- This view assumed'that Black children could

earn if they could overcome their cultural background. ,Programs

were developed which were supppted to help Black children change

their language so that it would be more like Standard English.

Some social scientists examined the issue of language'addreading

failure more objectively; consequently, they-began to questioll

the verbal-deficit hypothesis. A theory of .cultural difference

was developed' which accepted Black dialect as a language system

different from but not equal to. Standard Eriglish, Programs were

proposed which suggested that Black children. learn Standard English

Jr
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because'of its social value and that special materials should

be designed that use the children's dialer s;,, Both the verbal-

-deficit hypothest and the culturally different hypothesis focused

the language of Black children as the primary cause of 'reading

failure; however, the research data do not support,these

assumptions. There is considerable evidence whicisuppqrts the

Idea that Black children's language cannot be, changed through

repetition or pattern drill exercises and that they do not read

dialect readers better than Standard English texts.

We are now looking ,beyond dialect per se as the cause

of reading failure among Black children. EdUcators and linguists

who are attempting to do this have argued that it is not the

Black children's )anguage that interferes with reading but it

is teacher's reactions to that language that causes the difficulty.

They have further argued that no spoken dialect corresponds

exactly to Standard English but that some forms are more prestigious

than others. Accordingly, a teacher might 1receive a nonstandard

dialect as less prestigious and unacceptable which could cause

interference during reading instructkon. The problem is one of

attitudes.

Goodman and Burke (1973) concluded after ten years of

working with nonstandard dialect speakers in a reading situation

that "the only special disadvantage that speakers of low-status

dialects suffer in learning to read is one imposed by -achers

and schools. Rejection of their dialects and educ- ors' confusion
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of linguistic difference, with linguistic deficiency interferes

with the natural process by which reading is acquired and under-

mines the linguistic self-confidence of divergent epeakers.

Simply speaking, the disadvantage of the divergent speaker,

Black or white, comes from linguistic discrimination" (p. 7).

Other educators have investigated he attitudes
r

teachers by using questionaires and recording. how they respon'

to questions related to diJlect-specific miscues. Rystrom and .

ti

Cowart (1972) tested whether the race of the teacher influenced

the decoding scores of Black students. Two teachers, one Black

and one white were asked -6'-administex' the Dolch Basic Sight

Word Test to a second grade class. The data indicated that the

race of the tester had a significant effect upon the decoding

scores of the students. Black students who were evaluated by the

white teacher read fewer words correctly than _students who were

interviewed by Black teachers. The authors concluded that white

teachers have to learn to tune-in to Black speech. First, they

must accept Black English as a viable dialect and thin they must

learn which features occur in the student's speech but not in

their own. They must eliminate their own linguistic biases, then

they might find that many of the problems that they encounter

when teaching Black children would disappear.

Likewise, Cunningham (197.7) investigated teacher attitudes

toward non-meaning-changing miscues to see if their attitudes

were different toward Black-dialect-specific miscues and non-

dialect-specific miscues. She egave 214 teachers who were enrolled



at four state universities

of the country a twenty-it

complete. Nine items were
4

In dA,
were Black-dialect-specefic miscue's. a"-tion the teachers

Questi
were also asked to complete a Black dialect Recognition

teach:::

ire.

ths.
Her findings indicaAd that in each -of

f°11r

viten, one
differe)- regi

ttittuae
questionaire

non-dialect-sPe

to
"rn miscue a

and nine

would correct sign ficantly more BliSK-dialeot_specific
N

Considering the controversial research related to

reading interference and Black dialect'
Ann

McCormick' Piestrup

(1973) undertook an extensive exploratory stAdy Which
examined

. the manner in which first grade teachers responded to Black

children's use of dialect during reading is truction Two

investigators observed and tape-recorded reading instruction
in

examining the
fourteen predominately Black classrooMs. After

observations, Piestrup was able to.
identity

and describe
six

teaching styles. They were the VocaD'IlarY Approach, the Decoding

,Approach, the Standard Pronounciation
APProach the Interrupting

Approach, the White Liberal Apuroach,
and t

Approach. We will briefly examine the -chin styles. The
teaching

the Black Artful

Standard Pronounciatim Approach and the interruoting Approach.

are the two teaching styles that we are least c
with

oncerned

because it seems as if the'teachei's Wri° used
di

those methods
did

not have any idea of how-to teach ,reading to
Black children.

f tim

Standard English to nonstand2rd dialect
spesa:er:t:::se

Y have

teach
is obvious to U8 that it is a waste o

it is not
a viable language system pf their own, addition,



necessary to speak'Standard F glish in order to read it. The

Interrupting leachers did not seem aware of dialect differences
4

and they did not appear to be interested in teaching children- f

to read. Their attitude was one of intolerance and impatience

Which does not have any place in a classroom with children. It,

is our belief thaNe chers who have these attitudes need

additional,trainingin teaching and chi .development or a

different prression.

On the other hand, the Decoding Eml)hasis Approach and

the Vocabulary Emphasis Approach were both based on the notion

that reading is an exact process; therefore, children must progren

through a sequence of skills in,order to move to the next level.

The skills are hierarchical, beginning with letters, words, and

sentences. Once skills related to these elements were mastered,
A

then the teacher f on comprelfension. Children learned to

match their speech t printed page rather than attempting

to understand that the print on the page was supposed to have

meaning. Teachers WTio teach children to read in this manner

expect children to read orally word for word which causes

interference and difficulty for dialect speakers. Conseuen

Black children often become 'alienated from the reading process)

The last two approaches which we will discuss are the

White Liberal Approach and the Black Artful Approach. According

to Piestrup (1973) the children in classrooms where teachers

used the Black Artful Approach had significantly higher scores_in

reading than children in the other classes. The score in reading



could be attributed to the-teachers' -use-of rhythMic play in

instruction and their acceptance of the cAlldren's language.

They were 'also. determined thetithe Children would .learn to read.

The teachers in'the White Liberal Gro4 used a method similar to

the ore used(by-the Black Artful teachers but their childreri had

lower reading scores. Piestrup suggested that the difference

resulted because the Alite Liberal Teachers were more interested

in developing rapport with the children than- teaching reading.

We do not believe that this is the reason for the difference.

is our belief that the difference resulted because the White

Liberal teachers were more concerned with teaching reading than..

teaching the isolated skills that they needed in order to perform

well on achievement tests. The Black Artful teachers were coneerned

with both issues and they realized that if childten, primarily

Black children were going to survive in school they needed to

perform well on tests In addition to learning to read. A major

,flaw in Piestrups's study was that reading ability as measured

(.on the basis of performance on'tests. We do not-believe that

standardized tests can measure reading performance because tk\ey

are construqted on the assumption that reading is an exact process.

Contradictory to that view, the Black Artful and the White Liberal

Approaches seemed to view reading as a language process. The \

goal was to help children understand that the purpose of reading\

wad' communication between the author and the reader. Comprehensi

was the focal point. Both groups of teachers accepted the fact

that when children enter school they have a knowledge of language,

17



14'
c Ai

a cognitive structure (theortpf the world) , and a bckground'
,1/, .

,3

of experiences. jhe teacher used thie knowledge tt `implement
. ,

a progradpf reading rnstruction which focused on he language
.. ,

patterns of children and their experiences. The children were
d.

enc,oUraked to,eXpredS. their ideas .orally and to use ,their

TY
language,freeiy. The teachersialso used materials which reflected

. , .

,

the chkidren's experiential background. We also suggest that
,

the teache'rs' inieractions were critical'factors dn-the reading
?

procebs as,indicated by Piestrup -when she described the interactions

in the classrooms of the White Liberal Teachers and,the Black

Artful Teachers (pp. 97-114). all all of the episodes, the

children responded-eagerly, freely using thelr dialect.
t.

Summary and Conclusion

Considering the research on Black children's language-
,

and reading we can draw several conclusions. The verbaf-deficit

hypothesis and the language dif rice hypothesis cannot provide

vt

an explanation for the problem of reading failure'among Black

.children. Both of these theories view reading as an exact process-

for reading to occur children's speech must match the-(Printed

page in a one to one relationship. This is implied in the solutions

that they proposed, teaching Standard. English prior to rung

instruction and designir1g special materials t mitten in the

children's dialect. However, those solutions 'd not work, Black

lichildren did not learn Standard English and did not read

dialect readers better than Standard English texts.. It is apparent

that those solutions did not work because Black children have a

lE
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rule-goyeirned language system,WhiCh is adequate 'for i.earrting '..to
, ,

a i.

reti.d., it.ts t necessary for chi ren4'c' h to',.,m.atc the
.

,

printed page exactly because reading is of a .ekict'procees.

"It111 a selectiVe process. /It involiges'parti 1.4s4) of minimal
,

v .

'1angma6 cues selected from:perce ual input on the basis'Of the
4

i-eader's expectation, As thib, partial information iq procesCbd,
4

4,
. 0

, tenative, desisions are made to be confi 0, rcjeCted. or
I Q

, V

refined as reading pFpgfesses.(Goddman,_1 72) It is not

necessary for iiildren's.speech to match the Printed text exactly. .*

In adopting this view of the reading process we'ha4 to consider

other:factora which could contribute to reading failure among
ie

Black children.' The teacher was the most obvious factor,. The 110-

interactions that the teacher engages in ifith, the children during

oral reading and reading instruction determines,whether or. not

they will be-alienated from learning to read. It'is likely that

Black childtcn will become alienated becauSe tpaehers usually

view the lanp-,111-F;e of Black children as less prestigious! therefore,

they often correct miscues which, are dialeot-specificand do not

chapge meaning. ,Ilhis\is shown in the manner inwhich teachers1

'respond to-Black children during reading,instruction. Piestrup

(1973) describes several episodes in ner study. In the first
/'

episode a' child (C1)-was asked to read the sentences, They call,

"What is it ?" "What it?"

Cl Dey....

T Get your finger out of your mouth:

Cl call....

,



° again.

Cl .,. call, what is At?' WJiat it?'

T (astei a second child)

C2

C3,

C4
/1

qi
.

T.
io,1
/

(:between teeth)

Cl

T aga.in.

.'T The' Pretty-good. OK, Jimmy.

In this eitispde tIk9.4 'ea:cher shoi0 that she does nb understand the

difference between teaching reading and changing 'children's speech.

host of' the readitig anstruceim involved changing 'the children's
. a

dial ot 'insted of teaching. reading.
4The

child was able t (read

the sentenc,e fi.om the beginning but by, the end of the interactions

with the teacher the child was probably confused about reading.

It was also Clear that the' other children in the group el4.d not
:H ,

understand why, the, teao4 bottP"cted child 1.

In .the sedOnd-episode, ieptrup points out further

problems.



T .&n give me a sentence with "win"?'

\C1 boy win a race.

`T A boy win a race?

'C2 I.-know teacher.

C3 -1 knpw teacher.

T Hm, that sounds
z.

C4 Teacher, I know orie

T ...Can you say that a little better, so it sounds-,
I understand what you'mean, but Erelyn, what,
how would you say that?

C5 The win blew the hat off my frien' headm

19

This is another example of the teacher's ignorance of Black dialect.

Since win and wind are homophones in Black dialect, the question.

is,ambiguous. A sentence using either one would be correct. In

4 addition, the children did not understand why thp sentence was
%

incorrect.

On the basis of this research, we would suggest that,

teach training programs, preservice and inservice, should

emphasize help teachers develop an understanding and an

awareness of ind dual as well as cultural and linguistic

lifferenc s. In regard to reading, teachers must begin to see

reading as a means Of communication between the reader and the

author of thetext and to believe that children learn to read by

reading. Reading instruction should focus on reading rather

than changing children's dialects or engaging in activities which

focus on sound-letter correspondence and recognition of words in

o. 21
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Asolatim. ,In place of his we propose that children should

be exposed to pript in books, on posters, and everywhere. They

should have an ko tortunity to read books and stories which Ore
written in th, language patterns of children and which reflect

the experiential and cultural diversity of this society.'

should also have the opportunity to write stories, poems,-and

plays. )

20

The-difference between teaching Black children to rea'

and teaching white children to read is one of attitude. Nost

Black children have to prove that they are, capable of learning

to read. Teachers are informed through social science research

that Black children are nonverbal and speak a dialect of English

which isjnonstandard and causes a mismatch between the printed

Page and the child's speech, Based on this information they

assume that Black children will,have difficulty learning to read.

However, this is not, the case. Reading is not an exact protese-;

therefore it is not necessary for children!s speech to match the

printed page ecactly. Reading is a language process and the
(N.

goal of reading is com::.unication between the author and the reader.
I

A view of reading whiA focdses on communication accepts .the

language of children therefore 'diminiShing the interference that

nonstandard di elect s eakers face during o eading and reading ,

instruction. Accordi g to this Iriew,tewtti6 must be aware of
. ,

iband sensitive to lancY,u differendes as well as individual
-- __,,------,\

differences in children. 'roost lea hers are notaware of individual
\..,

,

different 'in children and many are not interested in becoming

44.
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aware* The atti des that many teachers have toward teaching
.

children tO read have very little to do with-what'they know abaut

children and their language development. The attitudes are

based on societal views and on their experiences with learning

read. It is di/fficult for teachers to look beyond their own

experiences in school so that they can learn more effective
16,

methods of teaching reading and become more effective teachers of

culturally different children. This is probably the reason that

4-tilack children will-continde to experience reading failure in

schools.
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